





































































































Numerical methods for solving 1st order ODEs

Ref Sec 2.4 2.5 2.6

Many ODES f xx are impossible to solve exactly
ex

Instead of finding the solution function Y x

approximate its values y y xD 42 462 y y xs

at some values xp X2 113

The idea is similar to sketching an approximate solution curve

8 in a slope field using only the short line segments










































































































Euler's method

Consider an Initial Value Problem

Choose a step size h

Xo given Yo given

o stopeat
theprevious
point








































































































Example

the ODE is linear we can solve it

choose step size h o.z like choosing density value in Geogebra slope field plotter

Xo 0 given ya yo p given

X Xo 10.2 0.2 y lazy Yo t 0.2 fHryo 1 0.2 0 7 1.2

X2 Xi to 2 0.4 y xa Yz Y 0.2 fix Y 1.2 0.260.2 1.27 1.48

13 42 0.2 0.6 417773 42 0.2712,42 1.48 0.2 0.4 1.48 1.856

114 113 0.2 0.8 4147244 43 0.2713,43 1.856 0.2 0.6 1.856 2.3472

45 44 0.2 1 YAI YT 44 0.2 f 44,44 2.3472 0.2 0.8 2.34727 2.97664

Our approximation for y 1 is 45 2.97664

But the actual value of yo is 291 I I I 3.4366

so this approximation with h 0.2 is not very good

With step size h 0.1 we would get 410 3.1875

With step size h 0.001 we would get 41000 3.4338
much better but this requires tooo steps











































































































These make the approximation yCtn syn
unreliable when xn is not sufficiently
close to to

local error is the error at each step
the slope It foxy is not constant

in the interval xn inti but

we are using the slope at Xn Yn
to get to anti Ynet

Cumulative error

After the first step
we are not starting at

the actual point Xi Yan

but at the approximation Xi Yi

and so on

































































































Roundoff error

In the example we could have written 43 1.86 instead of 43 1.856

This would impact the computation of44 then Ys









































Upshot of Thm If the IVP af foxy y xo yo is nice

unique solution and f its derivatives are continuous

then there exists C such that Iyn Yan E Ch

That is if we replace h by 12 we expect the error to be divided by 2



Euler's method Given VP of f xx ya yo

Approximating the slope of the

solution curve yet in the interval xn Knt

by f xn yn the slope at the starting point

gives big errors

Improved Euler's method

Idea
Instead of using the slope at the starting point
take the average between the slope at tha starting point xn yn

and the slope at the predicted final point



Improved Euler's method Given IVP

Fix a step size h

Suppose we have computed xn Yul
same as before

To compute Ynet do

predicted thialue
using original
Euler's method

Y average of slopes
To perform the Improved Euler's method

at the starting point
and at Euler point

Start at xoxo and perform the iterative formula

until we get to the desired x value

Cumulative error in Improved Euler's method

If the IVP is nice then

If we replace h by hz we expect the error to be divided by 22



Same example IVP

The ode is linear we can find the exact solution

choose step size h 0.2

Xo 0 Yo 7

X Xo 10.2 0.2 U Yo t 0.2 f xoxo
It 0.2 0 1

1.2

Yo yo t o z
f ko Yo f xp un

2

7 0.2 0 1 0.2 1.2
2

1.24

x2 Xi 0.2 0.4 U2 Y 0.2 f x y 1.24 0.2 0.2 1.24

1.528

42 41to.zfXinyi ffxz.ua2

Y 0.2 0.2
1.24 0.4 1.528

2

1.5768



13 42 0.2 0.6 43 1.5768 0.2 0.4 1.5768 1.97216

Y 1.5768 0.2 0.4 1.5768 I
0.6 1.97216 2.031696

44 4 0 2 0.8 44 2.5580352

44 2.63066912

5 44 0.2 1 Us 3.316802944
45 3.405416326 I Yas y 1

qq.gg e

clos to 3.4366

The improved Euler's method gives better approximation than

the original Euler's method with the same h o 2

4171 I 2.97664 using the original Euler's method

Rem



Idea Instead using line segments use integrals

Given NP

f
knit Yantis

xn yea

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

tf h Ight

Definite integrals get dx can be approximated numerically

ex in Cali 2 or 3 use a partial sum of an infinite series

Igcadxe gla 499 gas



Applying Simpson's rule we get

Ynyn

we split into two because we'll use

different approximations

E T.TT
We will compute tha approximations ki ka Ks Ky as follows
Fix a step h

Starting from xn yn

Ant Xn th Euler's method slope at xn yn

like usual

like Euler's method w step start at xn yn

then move along line segment w slope f xniYn ke



like improved Euler's method w step
move along line segment w improved slope ka

Xuth
Euler's method step w improved slope k

Define

Red Each of ki ka ki ka can be seen as an improved slope

and we take the average

This is often called RK 4

Cumulative error in Runge Kutta 41 method

If the NP is nice then

If we replace h by hz we expect the error to be divided by 24



Same example IVP

The ode is linear we can find the exact solution

choose step size h 0.5 bigger than before
Xo 0 Yo

Xp Xo 10.5 0.5

x2 x 0.5 1 Ki f Xinyi 0.5 1.7969 2.2969

Kz f att y th ki

ks f x the y E ka

Ky f x2 Yithks

Yz Y it tf Kit 2162 243 1 4


